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15 August
The FTSE 100 Index’s winning run has made the U.K. megacap gauge 
one of the best equity bets among developed markets this year. One 
technical sign is showing the rally might be at risk.

Following the lead of pensions, some U.S. endowments and 
foundations are souring on hedge funds.

Neuromama Ltd. might be the most prominent example, but it’s 
unlikely to be the only one.

The race to tap an $11.5 trillion pool of wealth held by Muslim 
individuals, institutions and governments is intensifying.

16 August
The U.K.’s opposition Labour Party said it would reverse cuts to student 
funding made by the incumbent Conservative administration if it wins 
power, paying for the policy by raising tax on companies.

U.K. Prime Minister Theresa May said she backs the construction of a 
high-speed rail line from London to northern England, dismissing doubts 
that her new government might abandon the project following the 
vote to leave the European Union.

From the sandstone walls of the 17th-century Red Fort in India’s 
capital, Prime Minister Narendra Modi sent a warning shot this week to 
his counterparts in Islamabad and Beijing.

The Reserve Bank of Australia’s ability to influence the direction of its 
currency is in question.

18 August
Two U.K. betting companies abandoned their pursuit of William Hill 
Plc, the country’s biggest bookmaker, after it rejected an increased 
3.1 billion-pound ($4 billion) bid that would have accelerated 
consolidation of the British gambling industry.

Italy is seeking an expansionary push for growth in the European Union 
as the bloc forges a new course after the U.K. voted to leave, Prime 
Minister Matteo Renzi’s junior minister for European affairs said.

Singaporean companies struggling to meet debt obligations as 
oil prices slump may get more support from the government if the 
economy deteriorates further, according to global auditing firm EY. 
UBS Group AG’s wealth management unit warns more defaults are 
possible.

Indonesia’s tax amnesty is too generous and may even hamper 
compliance in an economy already ranked as one of Southeast Asia’s 
worst for collection, said the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development.
19 August
When U.K. businessman Paul Frampton bought the spending money 
for his family vacation to Tuscany this month, he was astonished to be 
charged almost a pound for each euro he purchased.

The U.K. should avoid any drastic steps to cut corporate taxes, or 
similar measures, as it prepares to start talks on leaving the European 
Union, Swedish Prime Minister Stefan Loefven said.

Turkish President Recep Tayyip Erdogan plans to complain to U.S. Vice 
President Joe Biden about the delay in extraditing an Islamic cleric 
accused by Turkish authorities of masterminding last month’s failed 
coup.

Davao, Philippines (AP) -- The Philippines' brash-talking president 
threatened Sunday to withdraw his country from the United Nations 
and lashed out at U.S. police killings of black men in his latest outburst 
against critics of his anti-drug campaign, which has left hundreds of 
suspects dead.

17 August
Britain’s future relationship with the European Union requires a custom-
made solution, though the U.K. won’t be able to cherry-pick the 
economic advantages, German Deputy Foreign Minister Michael 
Roth said.

Norway’s $890 billion sovereign wealth fund, the world’s biggest, took 
the step of independently cutting the value of its massive U.K. real 
estate portfolio by 5 percent after Britain voted to leave the European 
Union.

Chinese airlines need to hire almost 100 pilots a week for the next 
20 years to meet skyrocketing travel demand. Facing a shortage of 
candidates at home, carriers are dangling lucrative pay packages at 
foreigners with cockpit experience.

Japan’s biggest banks are running out of room to sell their government 
bond holdings, pushing the central bank closer to the limits of its record 
monetary easing.
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